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HOMOGENEOUS SPECTRAL SETS AND
LOCAL-GLOBAL METHODS IN BANACH ALGEBRAS

ANGEL LAROTONDA AND IGNACIO ZALDUENDO

The search for topological characterization of algebraic properties
of commutative Banach algebras has often led to the calculation of
cohomology groups of its spectrum.

In the present paper, a tool is developed which permits the ap-
plication of sheaf cohomological methods to such problems by lifting
sequences of complex analytic manifolds to sequences of spectral sets
and cohomology groups.

Introduction. Suppose A is a commutative, unital Banach algebra,
with spectrum X(A), and let

be the global functional calculus defined by Craw [3]. Also, let M
denote a complex analytic submanifold of Cn.

While searching for characterizations of Cech cohomology groups
of X(A), Novodvorskii [8] presented the spectral sets

AM = {a = (ah...,an)eAn:sp(aι,...,an)cM}.

Later Taylor used in [10]

AM = {a = (aι,...,an) eAn: a = θn(f), with fe*(X(A),M)}.

As it turns out, such sets have a very rich structure. It was proved in [6]
that they are Banach manifolds modelled on the projective ^-modules
of rank = dim(Λf).

Our aim in this note is to extend the definition of spectral set to
include manifolds such as the complex projective line, or complex
Grassmann manifolds, which are not submanifolds of Cn. We will
obtain, for example, a good definition of meromorphic elements of
a Banach algebra. By "good" we mean that our definition will be
intrinsic, will coincide with Taylor's definition for submanifolds of
Cw, and will verify a Novodvorskii-Taylor type theorem [10] when the
manifold is a homogeneous space. We shall also generalize Craw's
global function calculus θ to a map
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Here <f(X(A), M) is the set of germs of analytic functions near X(A)
with values in M, as defined in [7].

The problem has led us to the use of sheaves of "local" spectral
sets and sheaf cohomology. Section 1 is a very brief presentation of
the facts we shall need about analytic functions over the dual space
of A, and their sheaves. In §2 the localization of Banach algebras
which we shall use is developed. In §§3 and 4 the local spectral sets
and their sheaf over X{A) are defined. The intrinsic definition of
AM for any complex analytic manifold M (Definition 5.1) is given in
§5. It is proved that this definition coincides with Taylor's when M
is a submanifold of Cn. A Novodvorskii-Taylor theorem (Theorem
5.9) is obtained, as well as generalized Gelfand transform, spectrum,
and functional calculus. In §6 we take a closer look at spectral sets
constructed from Lie groups and homogeneous spaces, and our main
theorem (Theorem 6.3) regarding the inexactness of "lifted" exact se-
quences is obtained. Finally, a few consequences are presented in §7.

1. Analytic functions over the dual space. Let U be an open subset,
in the weak *-topology, of the dual space A' of A. We shall say a
function

f:U-+C

is analytic if it is locally bounded and all its directional derivatives
exist throughout U [1]. The complex algebra of all such maps will be
denoted by 0{U). For example the linear maps a: A1 -> C given by
ά(y) = γ(a) belong to (f(A') for all a in A.

Consider, for γ e A\ the set of germs of C-valued analytic maps
on γ. This is a local algebra which we will denote by 0γ. The local
boundedness of analytic functions makes it possible to consider each
germ as depending only on a finite number of variables [1]; 0y may
be presented in consequence as a direct limit of algebras of germs of
C-valued analytic maps defined on finite dimensional spaces. More
precisely: if V is a finite dimensional subspace of A, the transpose

of the inclusion map, induces a mapping f*-*foj between the spaces
of analytic functions.

If 0 and 0γ are the sheaves of analytic functions on A1 and V
respectively, we have a subsheaf γ0 = j*(0y) of 0. Clearly, if
/ € H°{U,0), then / e H°(UtV0) if and only if it can be locally
factored as go j for some analytic functions g defined on open sub-
sets of V. Hence, we have 0 = lim ytf, where V ranges over all finite
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dimensional subspaces of A. Also, if K is any compact set in A', we
have H°{K,&) = lim H°(K, V0)\ and if we denote Kv = j(K) we have
an obvious isomorphism

H°(Kv,d?v) -> H°(K, V0)

induced by the map j [11].
Let P(V) denote the algebra of functions on V generated by the

linear maps ά, a e V. Then P(A') = limP(F') in a natural way, where
V ranges over all finite dimensional subspaces of A.

The canonical map a »-• a shows that P(V) is isomorphic to the
symmetric algebra of the vector space V. The algebra morphisms

P(V')->A

induced by the inclusions are compatible, producing an algebra mor-
phism

This morphism extends uniquely to a surjective morphism

θ:0(X(A))-+A

and this map is the functional calculus [9].

2. The sheaf J / . Let Ω be a polynomially convex open subset of V\
and U = ^ " ^ Ω ) . Open subsets of A' such as this one are called A-
convex and finitely determined. The spectrum X(A) of A has a basis
for neighborhoods made up of such sets [7],

Suppose U is any ̂ 4-convex finitely determined neighborhood of
X(A), and let lyu denote the kernel of the functional calculus map

If fvυ is the corresponding subsheaf of @γ, we have

\ and

foral l r>l .

Now let fu be the subsheaf lim j*{fyu) of (9. Then

H°(UΛi) = IJJ, the kernel of 0{lT) -> A, and

Hr(U,JΪj) = 0, for all r> 1.

Finally, let JV = lim^%, where U ranges over all A -convex finitely
determined open neighborhoods of X(A). JV is the subsheaf of &
whose stalk Jfy over γ is the ideal of ffy generated by elements of
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N = Ker0. Note that if / belongs to Λγ then / also belongs to
for all ψ sufficiently close to γ. Note also that

N and

Hr(X(A),yT) = 0, for all r > 1.

Now we are interested in the sheaf J / = tf/JK. We have the follow-
ing proposition.

2.1. PROPOSITION, (i) The stalk Aγ ofsrf over y is zero ify φ X{A).
Therefore, we may consider $/ as a sheaf over X{A).

(ii) H°{X(A),J/) = A, and Hr(X(A)tχf) = 0 for all r > 1.

Proof. Suppose γ φ. X(A). There exists some a e A such that the
map

u: A1 —• C, defined by u(ψ) = ψ(a)2 - ψ{a2)

verifies u(γ) = 1. But clearly θ(u) = 0, so the germ of u at the point
γ belongs to the ideal Jγ of ffy. Since this germ is invertible in ̂ ,, it
follows that Λy=@y, and Aγ = 0.

The second statement follows from the exact cohomology sequence
associated to the sheaf sequence

considering that Hr{X{A)y@) = 0, for all r > 1, and the cohomology
of Jf referred to above.

If g* denotes the sheaf of continuous C-valued functions over X(A)9

there is a map

which may be considered a sheaf form of the Gelfand transform.

3. The local spectral sets. We will now define the local spectral sets
AM(ψ).

Let M be any complex analytic manifold, and ψ e X(A). Let

Sψ(M) = {{m,λ): meM, λ:t?m-^Aψ}.

Here @m is the algebra of germs of complex valued analytic functions
defined near m, and λ is an algebra morphism. Let &** denote the set
of Λ/-valued analytic germs near ψ, and put

aψ: <?{<-+ Sψ(M)/aψ(f) = (f(ψ), θψ o

where f*{h) = h o / , and θψ: &ψ —> Aψ is the canonical map.
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3.1. DEFINITION. Let ψ e X(A), and M be a complex manifold. If
otψ is as above, AM(ψ) is the image ofaψ.

3.2. PROPOSITION. Let M and N be complex analytic manifolds,
and h: M —• N an analytic map. Then h induces a map

hψ:AM{ψ)->AN{ψ).

Moreover, if d: N —• P is also analytic, (d o h)ψ = dψ o hψ, and if
id: M -* M is the identity then iάψ is the identity of

Proof. To fix notation, let's say AM{Ψ) is the image of aψ and
AN(Ψ) is the image of βψ. Let

This is well defined, for if aψ(f) = aψ(g)9 f(ψ) = g{ψ) and θψ of* =
θψ o g*9 hence (h o f)(ψ) = (h o g)(ψ), and

θψo(ho /)* = θψof*oh* = θψog*oh* = θψo(ho g)*.

{doh)ψ = dψθhψ and id^ = identity of AM(ψ) are easy consequences
of the definition.

There is another, equivalent, definition for AM{Ψ)- suppose dimΛf
= k, and let Jί be a maximal atlas for M. A typical chart on M will be
denoted by (JC, domx), where dom x is the domain of x. Now define

by setting

ί θ*{xof), iff{ψ)e
I oo, if f(ψ) £ domx

and define AM{Ψ) as the image of aψ.
The equivalence of the two definitions may be seen by looking at

the diagram

Imαy

<c it
lmaψ

and the following lemma.
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3.3. LEMMA. aψ(f) = aψ(g) if and only ifaψ(f) = aψ(g).

Proof. Suppose aψ{f) = aψ(g). Knowing which coordinates of
aψ{f) are oo determines the point f(ψ) (the only point of M not
belonging to the domains of these coordinates), so we have f(ψ) =
g{ψ). Also, given any chart x = (x\,. ..,Xk) near f(ψ), the elements
X\> > χk generate the algebra @f(ψ) topologically, and we have

SO θψof* = θψo g*.

Now suppose otψ(f) = otψ{g). The point f{ψ) = g{ψ) determines
all "infinite" coordinates. For all others we have

= ({θψog*){Xι),...,(θψog*){χk)) = θ*{χog)

so aψ{f) = aψ(g).

The manifold M is contained in AM(ψ) as the image of the constant
maps, and the projection onto the x-coordinate (which goes to C^ U
{oo}) may be identified with the chart x itself. Thus AM(ψ) may be
thought of as an extension of the manifold M. The projection onto
the x-coordinate may be considered a "chart" on AM(ψ), which then
has a manifold-like structure with tangent spaces modelled on A^.
We shall not need this structure on AM{ψ), and so will pursue it no
further. We choose to work with Im aψ to avoid the need for maximal
atlases in specific examples of manifolds.

4. The sheaf S/M over the spectrum. We shall now define a sheaf of
"manifolds" over the spectrum X(A) of A. As the total space, put

AM{Ψ)
X(A)

and as the projection

π: sfM -> X{A)t given by π(ύ) = ψ if u e AM(ψ).

We will now define a topology on srfM Let u e S/M> and π(u) = ψ.
There is an / e ff^ such that u = aψ(f). Suppose / is defined over
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an open neighborhood W of ψ, and let sy be the section of π

sf: W -> sfM, sf{ψ) = aψ{f).

We want Sf(W) to be a neighborhood of w.

4.1. PROPOSITION. {Sf{W): W is open and f e @{WfM)} is a basis
for a topology on

Proof. We must prove the following: if u e Sf(W) Πsg(V)9 and
π(ύ) = ψ, then there is an h G &*f and an open neighborhood U of
ψ such that

uesh(U)csf(W)nsg(V).

We have Sf(ψ) = sg(ψ), so α^(/) = «^(^) We shall prove that this
is a local property, that is, αy(/) = aψ(g) implies aγ(f) = aγ(g) for
all γ € ̂ (^4) which are sufficiently close to ψ.

Consider a chart x = (xi,..., x^) near / ( ^ ) = g{ψ) We know that

for / = 1,..., k. Therefore, Xi°f-Xi°g G Jfψ. But then Xiof-xiog G
^9 for all y G X{A) n ί//, where C// is an open neighborhood of ψ, for
i = 1,..., k. If U = Πf=i t/i then /(y) = ̂ (y) when 7 G t/Π JΓ(^) and
also θγ o f* - θγ o g*: fff^y) —• 4̂y is null because it is zero over the set
of generators X\,..., xk\

(θγ θf*-θyθ g*)(Xi) = θy(Xi θf~XiOg)=0.

We may suppose U contained in W n V. Then

= sg(U)csf(W)nsg(V).

4.2. DEFINITION. The s h e a f s is the sheaf over X(A) whose total
space and projection are as above, and whose topology has the basis

{sf{W): W is open and / e &(tyM)}.

4.3. PROPOSITION. Let M and N be complex analytic manifolds,
and h: M —• N an analytic map. Then h induces a sheaf morphism

Also, s/doh =stfdos/h ands/{ά = identity ofs/M.
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Proof. Define

&h(u) = hψ{u), if π(u) = ψ.

Obviously J ^ commutes with the projections. Let's see the continuity
of s/h. Let u e S/M a n d v = ^4(w) T o fiχ notation, say u = aψ(f) and

Let sg(V) be a neighborhood of v, that is, V is an open neighbor-
hood of ψ, and g e &$ is such that /^(#) = v. Since

= v =

we know there is a neighborhood U of ψ over which ^ and j^oy
coincide. We may also suppose that U is contained in F. Then Sf(U)
is a neighborhood of w, and ^(^/( t/)) c sg{V), for if y E U,

= Sg(v).

$/doh =^d°^h a n d ^iά = identity of J ^ / are simple.

5. The spectral set AM* We have, for any complex analytic manifold
M, and any commutative Banach algebra A the following definition
of the spectral set AM-

5.1. DEFINITION. AM = H°{X(A)fs/M).

5.2. PROPOSITION. Let M and N be complex analytic manifolds,
and h: M -> N an analytic map. Then h induces a map

> AN

and we also have Adoh = AjoAh and Aiά = identity o

Proof. The proof is trivial, given the continuity of srfh. Simply define

Ah(s)=sfhos.

The functoriality of the construction M H-> A M is clear.
The following facts, which will be needed later on, are also easy to

prove.

5.3. PROPOSITION, (i) If S is a submanifold of M, then As is con-
tained in AM.

(ii) AMXN may be identified with AM X AN.

(iii) M is contained in
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(iv) The "functional calculus" map
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defined by f ^ Sf, is surjective.

We shall compare the spectral set AM, when M is a submanifold of
CΛ, to those defined in [8]:

AM = {ae An: sp(α) c M}

and in [10]:

AT

M = {a e An: a = θn(f), for some / e #{X{A\ M)}.

It is well known [6, 10] that AM = AT

M + Rad(Λ)Λ, so both coincide if
A is semisimple. They also coincide if M is an open subset of Cn.

First we shall take a closer look at spectral sets AQ, where Ω is an
open subset of Cn. Let z = (z\,...,zn): Ω —> Cn be the inclusion
map. Then

θn

ψ(f) = βj(z o /) = ((β r o f){zι), ...,(ΘΨ° DM) and

θ»{z o ̂ ) = ((θψ o ̂  )( Z l ) , . . . , (θψ o ̂ *)(zrt))

so 0£(/) = βjjί^) if and only if aψ{f) = αy(g). Looking at the
diagram

we see that Aςι(ψ) may be identified with the image of the map

on . /φΩ. AΠ
Vψ ^ψ τ •^Ί-ψ'

Now our basic construction gives

5.4. PROPOSITION. AC = A.

Proof. We have the sheaf map & —> J ^ given by / κ-> .sy on each
open subset of X{A)9 but since ^y(^) = aψ(f) = (f(ψ), θψ o /*) for
each ^ in the domain of /, we can identify the stalks AQ{Ψ) and Aψ
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by the rule Sf(ψ) »-> θψ(f). Hence sheaves sf and S#Q are isomorphic.
From now on we will write simply sf.

5.5. COROLLARY. ACn = An.

5.6. PROPOSITION. Let Ω be an open subset ofCn. Then AQ = AΩ —

Proof. We know that AQ is contained in An. Also, the second equal-
ity holds, so we need only prove

A£cAΩc AΩ.

If a = θn(f)9 for some / e @{X{A), Ω), a is identified with the section
s e AQ given by s{ψ) = θ»{f) e Aa{ψ).

Now let s G AQ be identified with a = (a\,...,an) E An, and take
^ G X(^). J ( ^ ) G ̂ Ω ( ^ ) = Im θn

ψ\ say j (^) = β^(/). Then it may be
seen that

{ψ(aι),...,ψ(an)) = f(ψ)

which belongs to Ω, for / G (fΩ. Therefore sp(α) c Ω.

Note that we obtain, for example, ^GLn(C) = GLn(A) (invertible
n x n ^4-valued matrices), and AQ* = A~ι (the invertible elements of
A).

We can now prove that our definition generalizes Taylor's. Observe
first that the previous identifications give the commutative triangle

0{X{A),C») - ^ 1 + ACn

An

where the isomorphism is simply Sf\-^θn(f).

5.7. PROPOSITION. If M is a closed submanifold ofCn, then AM

under the previous identification.
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Proof. The proof can be obtained by inspection of the commutative
diagram

An

d?(X(A),M)

i
f{X{A),Cn)

A notion of spectrum for elements of AM, may be defined as follows.

5.8. DEFINITION For every ψ e X(A), set

ψM\AM->M

such that ψM(a) = f(ψ)9 if a(ψ) = oiψ(f). Define the spectrum of an
element of AM as the subset of M:

spM(a) = {ψM(a):ψeX(A)}.

Note that when M = C, ψM = ψ and if M is a subset of Cw, and
# G ̂ 4Λ/ is identified with an element of An, then sρM(a) is the joint
spectrum of this H-tuple.

Note also that if h e ^(spM(α), iV) we may define Λ(α) as the ele-
ment of Ax given by h{a){ψ) = βψ(h o /), if α = aψ(f). This is a
well-defined functional calculus.

EXAMPLE. If Pi denotes the complex projective line, the elements
of A may be identified with those a e A?x such that oo φ sρPl(α).
Any meromorphic function h may be evaluated at a; of course h{a)
will not be an element of A unless oo φ spPl(/*(#)) = /z(sp(α)). For
instance, the function

1/z: ? ! - > ? !

induces
l/a:AFι -+AFι.

When 0 ^ sp(x), 1/jc is an element of A and coincides with JC"1.
We note that 4̂p, is larger than Glickfeld's A^ [5]. The reason for

this will become apparent in the next section.
Define a generalized Gelfand transform as follows.

+ V(X{A),M)/ΓM{a){ψ) = ψM{a).
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Note that if a{ψ) = aψ{f), then TM{ά){γ) = f{y) for characters γ
which are sufficiently close to ψ. Hence, TM(a) is continuous.

To conclude this section, we introduce a topology on AM for semi-
simple A. Suppose a e AM, and that U is an open neighborhood of
the diagonal Δ c M x M. Then define

Ua = {beAM: (a,b)eAv}.

If we take I? to be the set of all open neighborhoods of Δ, then

is a basis for neighborhoods of a.
With this topology on AM it is easy to prove that both the general-

ized Gelfand transform Γj/, and the functional calculus ΘM, are con-
tinuous. Also, Ac = A topologically (for semisimple A). We consider
W(X(A),M) with the compact-open topology, and #(X(A),M) with
the direct limit topology arising when every function is considered
finitely determined (that is, a function of a finite number of variables)

in
If F is a complex homogeneous space, even though not a submani-

fold of Cn, we obtain the Novodvorskii-Taylor theorem for the spectral
set AF.

5.9. THEOREM. Let A be semisimple and let F be a complex homo-
geneous space. Let [Ap] denote the set of connectivity components of
AF and [X(A), F] the set ofhomotopy classes of maps from X{A) to F.
Then there is a bijection

Proof. The map [AF] —> [X{A), F] is induced by the generalized
Gelfand transform ΓF. Bijectivity follows directly from Proposition
2.6 of [10].

6. Homogeneous spectral sets. In this section we take a closer look
at spectral sets AF, where i 7 is a homogeneous space; that is, a quo-
tient of an analytic Lie group by a (not necessarily normal) closed Lie
subgroup. We also consider spectral sets obtained from principal fiber
bundles.

First, suppose G is an analytic Lie group. Then the analytic maps

p: G x G —• G (product) and

i: G —> G (inverse)
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induce the corresponding maps

A G x A G -• A G a n d A G —> A G .

That ^G:, with these operations, is a group, is easily verified by
applying the functor A^ to suitable commutative diagrams.

If H is another Lie group and h: H —• G is a Lie group morphism,
then ^4Λ: 4̂// —• AG is a group morphism. When H is a Lie subgroup
of G, yl// is a subgroup of yί^.

It is natural to ask, in this context, if the "exact sequence"

1 -+ H -+ G -+ G/H -+ 1

induces an exact sequence

(1) 1 -• AH -> ΛG -+ ΛG / i / -> 1.

In other words, can the homogenous spectral set AG/H be described as
AG/AHΊ The answer in general is no. An idea of why this is so may
be obtained by trying to prove that

0{X{A)9 G) -> 0{X{A\ G/H)

is surjective. It is not, and the main setback is that X(A) can be too
large.

We can, however, prove exactness of (1) in the local case, and this
will lead us to see just how inexact sequence (1) is. Actually, we shall
prove a stronger form of this result, valid for principal fiber bundles.

Let π: P —* M be an analytic principal fiber bundle with group
H acting on P. Fix z e P, and let /: H —> P be the resulting map
i{c) — cz. We then have the exact sequence

The resulting sequence of spectral sets is locally exact; that is, we
obtain the following lemma.

6.1. LEMMA. Let P —• M be an analytic principal fiber bundle with
group H, and let ψ eX(A). Then, with notation as above, the following
sequence is exact

Proof. To fix notation, say AH(ψ) = Imα^, AP(ψ) = I m ^ , and
AM{Ψ) = Ini)v. Note that the group AH(ψ) acts on Ap(ψ)9 aψ is a
group morphism, and

βΨ{hf) = *Ψ{K)βψ{f), for all /z e < , / e < .
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We shall start with the injectivity of iψ. Suppose iψ(aψ(h))

θψ o (/ o A)*) = βψ{i o h) = βψ{i o g)

Then h{ψ) = g(ψ) = c, for / is injective, and

θψo h* o i* = θψ o g* o i*

as morphisms from &cz to Aψ. But /*: @cz —> @c is an epimorphism,
so θψ oh* = θψ o g*. We then have

<*ψ{h) = (h(ψ), θψ o h*) = (g(ψ), θψ o gη = aψ(g).

To see the surjectivity of πψ, let yψ{l) € AM{Ψ) and suppose a is a
local section of π near /(^). Let / = σ o / e ffζ. Then

πΨ{βΨ{f)) = nψ{βψ{σ o /)) = π ^ ( σ ^ ( ^

For the exactness in AP(ψ), note first that π^ o /^ = (π o z)^ = the
constant π(z). We must now prove that given / and g in 0* such
that πψ(βψ(f)) = πψ(βψ(g))9 there exits an h e &** with βψ(g) =
aΨ{h)βψ{f). We have

(π ° /) = πΨ{βΨ{f)) = πψ(βψ(g)) = yψ{π o ^)

so π(f(ψ)) = π(g(^)). Let F be an open neighborhood of this point,
and

σ: V -> /? a section of π

7^(^ ° /) = yψ(π ° g) belongs to Av{ψ). Applying σψ we obtain

βψ(σ o π o / ) = β ψ ( σ oπo g).

Now for each γ in a neighborhood of ^, π(σ(π(/(y)))) = π(/(y));
therefore for every such y there is a unique h\(γ) EH such that

Since P is locally H x M, the mapping y ι-> Λi(y) may be seen to be
analytic, so h\ e&ft. Likewise,

with A2 G ^ , and we have

Ψ{g) = βΨ(σ oπog) = βψ(σ o π o f) = aψ{hλ)βψ{f).
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Now take h = h^hi e<fψ, and obtain

<*ψ{h)βψ{f) = dψ{h^)aψ{hx)βψ{f)

= aΨ(hϊι)aψ(h2)βψ(g) = βψ{g).

This concludes the proof.

The following corollary is now trivial.

6.2. COROLLARY. Let G be a Lie group, and H a closed Lie sub-
group. The exact sequence

1 - + / / - + G -> G/H -> 1

induces an exact sequence of local spectral sets

1 -> AH{ψ) -> 4y(yO ~> AG/H(ψ) -> 1

ψ e X(A).

We now obtain our main theorem, which shows the inexactness of

(1).

6.3. THEOREM, (i) Let P -+ M be an analytic principal fiber bundle
with group H acting on P. Then the following sequence is exact

(ii) Let G be a Lie group, and H a closed Lie subgroup. Then the
following sequence is exact

^AG-+ AG/H - H\X{A),J*H) - Hι{X{A),sfG).

Proof, Applying the lemma and corollary, obtain the exact sequences
of sheaves

1 -> s/H -> sfP -

and

Now sheaf cohomology theory gives (i) and (ii). See [4].

7. Examples and applications. In some applications of the preced-
ing theorems, sheaves and spectral sets appear where the manifold is
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simply a discrete set D. It will be convenient, therefore, to start by
considering such sheaves and spectral sets.

Note that the germ of an analytic function taking values in a discrete
set D is simply a germ of a constant, so the set @®, and the map

aψ:D->Sψ{D)

is d κ+ (d, θψoβd). Hence, AD(ψ) may be identified with D. The sheaf
jtfD is then simply the sheaf D over X(A), and

AD = Z)M*(Λ»

Since in the applications of the preceding section, there appear co-
homology groups of the not very manageable sheaves stfG9 we note that
Hι(X(A)9 stfG) = Hι(X(A), &G) = Hι(X{A)9 &G). To prove this, use
[4] to see that for any Stein space S contained in Ck, Hι{S,@G) —
Hι(Sf^

G), then a direct limit argument such as the one used in §2
gives Hl{X{A),0G) = Hl(X(A), ^ G ) , and finally note that the fol-
lowing diagram is commutative

Hι(X{A),sfG)

We are now ready to present a few applications of our results.

EXAMPLE 1. The Arens-Royden theorem.
The exact sequence

induces

0 - Az -> Ac ^ Ac* - Hι(X(A),jfr) -+ Hι{X(A),sf)

which may also be written as

0 _> zπ^Λ» -+A^>A-ι^Hι(X(A), Z) -+ 0 -

Therefore, Hι(X{A),Z) = A-χ/Kεrd = A~l/cxp(A).
Continuing the sequence we also obtain

Hp(X(A),j*c*) = Hp+ι{X(A),Z), for all p > 1.

EXAMPLE 2. ^-dimensional projective space.
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(CΛ + 1)* —• Pn is a principal fiber bundle with group C* acting on
(CΛ + 1)*. Then the following sequence

l->Ac*-> A{Cn+ιy -• AFn-> H

which may also be written as

1 -> A~ι -> Uni(^ n + 1 ) -> ̂ P π Λ // 2 (Z(^), Z) = Pic(Λ)

is exact. Here U n i ( Λ Λ + 1 ) = {(alt...,an+ι) e An+ι: Σ"=i hat = 1,
for some b\,..., bn+\ e A}. The elements x e 4̂pn may therefore be
considered one-dimensional fibered spaces over X(A), and c(x) can
be thought of as the Chern class of x.

Note that for n = 1, we obtain: the homogeneous spectral set A?x is,
in general, larger than the Riemann sphere AQQ = Όni(A2)/A~ι defined
by Glickfeld [5]. A^ and AFι coincide if and only if H2(X(A), Z) = 0.

EXAMPLE 3. nth roots of invertible elements.
The exact sequence

gives rise to

1 _> G**WA»-+A-ι4A-ι-+Hι{X{A),Gn) - •••

where p(a) = an. Therefore, for all invertible elements of A to have
nth roots, it is necessary and sufficient that Hι(X(A), Gn) = 0.

EXAMPLE 4. Interior automorphism of GLn+\(A).
The group of automorphisms of GLπ+i(C) may be regarded as the

projective general linear group PGLW (C) given by the action of C* on
GLrt+i(C),

1 _ c* ^ GLW+1(C) Λ PGLn(C) - . 1.

The surjectivity of π says that all such automorphisms are interior.
The exact sequence induces

which is comparable to the analogous exact sequence in [2].
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